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Overview 
 

The Faculty Salary Research Exchange Program (FSREP) provides schools and colleges the option to 
implement a program that allows investigators to direct charge up to 30% of their academic year research 
effort to appropriate contracts and grants and use the salary savings generated from their faculty position to 
create a research fund. Funds released by participation in this program are intended to be used in support 
of temporary commitments. Any salary charged to individual grants must be allowable under sponsor 
guidelines and fall within the total percentage of the investigator’s effort on the project. Under the FSREP, 
there is no release from teaching or service duties. Current policies governing the retention and use of 
faculty salary savings will continue to apply to other faculty released funds. FSREP should be budgeted in 
full month increments, and must be requested in advance. 

Faculty approved for FSREP substitute funds from external sources, such as contracts and grants, for the 
General Funds that usually support their pay. If the sponsored fund source (such as an NIH grant) has a 
salary rate limit (a salary cap), the difference, if any, between the faculty member’s usual base pay rate and 
the salary cap (the cap gap) may be supported by discretionary funds or may be unpaid (unpaid cap gap). 

UC Berkeley campus will use the following business process method to enter FSREP. 

 

Example: The faculty member is usually paid 100% on 19900 funds. The FSREP is 30% for the 
designated pay period. 

Method: Change the Funding Source for the Existing Faculty Job 

 Enter 30% to a different sponsored funding source. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Reduce 19900 fund to 70%. On the UCPath Help site refer to the topic Enter Position Funding Update. 

 If the sponsored fund source has a rate cap and there are no or insufficient discretionary funds available 
to pay for the over-the-cap (OTC) portion, refer to the UCPath Help Job Aid: Unpaid and Partially Paid 
Cap Gap Processing. 

 At the end of the FSREP period, end the 30% sponsored funding source and increase 19900 fund back to 
100%. 
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